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What size tires does a 2015 ford focus take
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not included Sorry there are no tires for the filter(s) you have selected, please select new filter options. # Reflects promotional pricing. † Original equipment tires are not available at all stores. Please call store to confirm availability. NOTE: Verification of the vehicle’s rim size must be completed if the vehicle model is available in one or more O.E. rim
width options or if the vehicle is currently equipped with non-original equipment rims. Original equipment sizes are based on the best information currently available to us. Variations based on options or changes by the manufacturer may change the original equipment size on your vehicle. Please verify the size listed matches the tire size listed on
your vehicle (usually found in the door jamb) or in the Owner’s Manual. Replacement of tires with a speed rating less than the original equipment tires may reduce performance and handling. NOTE: We make every effort to ensure that the following search results are up-to-date and accurately presented. Some variables, including vehicle
modifications, “Plus Size” fitments or search menu selection errors, may result in incorrect data. If you have any questions regarding the correct product for your vehicle, please contact a Customer Service Advisor at your local store who will assist you in selecting the correct size. NOTE: Winter driving presents special challenges for vehicle mobility.
The use of winter tires while improving traction performance in snow and ice — requires special care with regard to acceleration, braking, cornering and speed. It is important to drive with care, not only on snow and ice, but on dry and wet roads as well. In winter driving conditions, vehicle control — and safe operation — under braking and cornering
is especially dependent upon the rear tires. For this reason, winter tires are best applied to all wheel positions. Some vehicles have specific recommendations regarding winter tires and their usage; always check and follow the vehicle tire placard and/or the vehicle owner’s manual. Winter tires are best applied to all wheel positions. If winter tires are
applied to the front axle of any vehicle, they must also be installed on the rear. Do not apply winter tires to only the front axle — this applies to all passenger cars, SUVs and light trucks, including front wheel drive, 4X4 and all-wheel drive vehicles. If winter tires are applied to the rear axle of any vehicle, it is recommended (but not required) that they
be installed on the front axle. All winter tires applied should be the same speed rating. It is generally acceptable to apply winter tires with a lower speed rating than the Original Equipment/All Season tires for use in winter conditions; however, speed should be reduced accordingly. Vehicles should never exceed the “top speed” of the lowest speedrated tire on the vehicle. Otherwise, tire failure could result. Winter tires operated in summer conditions may wear rapidly. Studded tires, where legally allowed, follow the same recommendations above. Tires Wheels Tire & Wheel Package Car Accessories Auto Detailing Wheel and Tire Cleaner Exterior Cleaners Waxes and Polishes Interior Cleaning
Electronics Dashcams Accessories Dashcam Towing Bumper Bumpers Bumper Accessories Tire Carrier Tire Carrier And Accessories Body Protection Steps Door Skid Plate Roof Rack Suspension Coil Spring TPMS Floor Mats and Liners Cargo Liners Floor Mats Tire Accessories Wheel Accessories Hub Centric Rings Wheel Installation Kits Nuts and
Bolts and More Tools Winter Accessories Automotive Lighting and Lighting Accessories Headlights Projector Headlights Exterior Lighting Off Road LED Barlights Off-Road Light Mount Exhaust Exhaust Accessories Exhaust Pipes Exhaust Resonator Exhaust Stack Pipe Exhaust Systems Exhaust Tips Mufflers UP TO $150 BACK ON SELECT TIRES †
Up to $75 back on select sets of 4 tires + an added bonus of up to $75 more when you use the Goodyear Credit Card. $100 OFF SETS OF 4 SELECT TIRES # Save $100 instantly when you purchase and install a set of 4 Goodyear or Dunlop tires. $40 OFF SETS OF 2 SELECT TIRES #+ Save $40 instantly when you purchase and install a set of 2
Goodyear or Dunlop tires. Save 25% instantly on all Valvoline Oil Changes. Includes free tire rotation, oil filter, fluid top off and more. $50 OFF TIRE PROTECTION PACKAGE §§ Save on 3-Year Alignment and Road Hazard programs when you buy 4 tires. $10 OFF PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE §* Save $10 instantly on any preventative
maintenance service of $100 or more. $50 OFF SERVICES OF $400+ § Save $50 instantly when you spend $400+ in services. Includes a free Pothole Check, up to $30 off alignment packages and 20% off shocks and struts.±& Pexels License/Mikes Photos/Pexels Your vehicle’s performance and safety depend on buying the right tires for your vehicle.
Choosing the best model for performance is half the game. You must buy the tires that fit your vehicle. To know what tires fit your car or truck, you must learn how to read your vehicle’s tire size. You may think that you need a tire to rim size calculator but that’s not true. Reading your vehicle size is a lot easier than you may think. Here is your stepby-step guide to reading your vehicle’s tire size today. Locate Your Vehicle’s Tire SizeThe first step is finding the recommended manufacturer tire size for your vehicle. This 10-digit sequence is a combination of numbers and letters. The easiest way to find it is by looking in the owner’s manual. But, don’t worry if you lost it or can’t find it. You can find
the tire size in one of the following places:Inside your vehicle’s glove box door Driver’s side door jam Gas tank hatch If your vehicle has more than one door, you should check the side door jam for all drivers’ side doors. Write Down Your Tire Size and Divide It into SectionsAn example of a vehicle tire size is P225/70R16 91S. It’s recommended that
you split the sequence into three sections to read it easily. The example above can be split into the following sections: Learn the Tire Type and Width of Your Vehicle’s TireThe first section of the tire size sequence is the type and width of your vehicle’s tire. All tires are type P, LT, T, or ST. The P stands for passenger vehicles. P tires can fit cars,
minivans, SUVs, and some light duty trucks. If your tire size has LT instead, it’s a light truck type of tire. It fits vehicles that can handle heavier duty such as pulling trailers or carrying heavy cargo. Also, there are special designations for spares and special trailer tires. If the tire label has a T, it means it’s the vehicle’s spare. In contrast, tires for a
special trailer have an ST prefix.The numbers after the letters are your tire width in millimeters. The width is the measurement from one sidewall to the other. Our example is a tire for a passenger vehicle with a width of 225 millimeters. Figure out the Aspect Ratio, Construction, and RIM DiameterIn the section after the slash, you will find the aspect
ratio, construction, and RIM diameter. The aspect ratio refers to the wheel rim offset.The tire aspect ratio is a percentage calculated by dividing the tire height off the rim by the tire width. You may calculate this number by using a wheel offset calculator but it’s a lot more complicated than reading your tire size. If your tires have a ratio of less than
60, they may provide better vehicle handling performance.There are two types of tire construction. Tires are radial, diagonal or bias ply. The construction refers to the orientation of the tire’s internal ply cords. R stands for tire ply cords being oriented in a radial direction, perpendicular to the axis of rotation.After the construction, you will find the
RIM diameter for your tire. The example mentioned in step two is a tire with 70 percent aspect ratio of radial construction that fits a 16-inch rim. Learn the Load Index and Speed Rating of Your Vehicle’s TireIn the section after the space, you will read the load index and speed rating of your vehicle tire. The load index is the number that indicates how
much weight your tire can support. The number is an index so you can’t figure out the exact weight by only using the number. You must search the number on your size in the load index to learn the exact weight. A tire load index can range from one to 150.The letter after your load index is your speed rating. This number tells you the speed capability
of your tire based on certain tests. If your tire speed rating is S, your tire can handle speeds up to 112 miles per hour. In contrast, tires rated R can only handle speeds up to 106 miles per hour.In our example, the tire has a load index of 91 and an S speed rating. The tire may be able to support 1,356 pounds and handle up to 112 miles per
hour.Reading your vehicle’s tire size is easier than using a rim and tire size calculator. You must break your 10-digit sequence into several parts to make sure you understand the measurements better. Keep in mind that your vehicle may have more than one tire size depending on the vehicle and tire use. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET
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